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WHO
WATCHES WHAT?
We paint a portrait of the modern viewer across the
globe. Feel the difference between the United States
and Latin America in the BROADVISION analysts’ report.
Author: Tetiana Skyba

REVIEWS AND FORECASTS

The modern viewer. Who is he? The person who spends his evenings with his nearest and
dearest watching a live sport or a favourite show. How well do you know your subscribers?
We have collected data on audiences from around the world to help you answer these
questions.
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In the first part of our research, we consider the New World, namely,
the United States and Latin America
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A man prefers not to be stressed out after a hard working day, strange to say. He prefers to have
his choices made for him. Actually, come to think of it, modern advertisers and service providers
already have the necessary knowledge base: data on TV viewing time, preferences, work, and
leisure, which is enough to predict their audience’s preferences.
We must not lose sight of the fact that in a dynamic world, a person feels the lack of time spent
together with his loved ones, and greatly appreciates those moments when his family gathers in
front of the screen. Interesting content is perceived as an ‘event’, making it possible to gather all
the important people in one place at one time.

An experiment called TV Detox has demonstrated people’s
dependence on watching TV. Viacom Global Insights, in partnership
with the Think research company, conducted some unusual research.
Its goal was to study the sensations and behaviour of people who
had been isolated from watching TV content on any device for several
days.
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More than 16,000 people between six and forty-four years of age, from fourteen countries, took
part in the experiment.

For the first five days,
respondents were forbidden
to watch TV on any content
delivery channel: pay TV,
free-to-air TV, cable networks,
videos on demand, via channel
and provider apps. They were
allowed subscription videos on
demand (SVOD) only.

For the next five days, the conditions were
reversed: research participants were deprived
of the opportunity to watch subscription
videos but were allowed to watch TV.
On completing the experiment, viewers
responded that during their five-day isolation
from television, they lacked the emotions
and sensations that TV produces: a feeling of
relaxation, a sense of belonging to a family,
common interests, and family time, a desire to be
aware of what is happening around them and to
discover something new.

At the same time, most of them noted that it had been easier to live without watching
subscription videos than without being able to watch TV in the usual way.

67%

70%

I think TV is the main
source of entertainment
in life
I know where to search for the
shows I want to watch

67%

I get annoyed when I can’t watch my
favourite shows

56%

I don’t have time to keep up with
interesting content, as there are too
many great shows on TV

THE UNITED STATES
New research suggests that the average
person in the United States watches TV
for almost five hours a day, which is an
hour longer than the average for the
largest countries in the world.
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With the advent of Netflix and Amazon Prime, Facebook Video, and YouTube, I am tempted
to assume that the development of technology has destroyed television.

The web era began

More than half of American families
got access to home Internet

A global smartphone trend
emerged

All the same, Americans still watch an amazing amount of traditional TV.
In fact, the peak of TV viewing was in 2009–2010. Back then, the average American family spent
eight hours and fifty-five minutes a day watching TV. The 2000s showed the most significant
increase in the time spent watching TV in a decade. If we compare this with 1950, when Nielsen
had just started tracking statistics, at the end of the decade Americans were watching TV for only
one hour and twenty-three minutes more than they did at the beginning.
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Over the past eight years, content sources such as Facebook, YouTube, Netflix, and other
resources have reduced TV viewing time by just one hour a day.

An American family still spends more than seven hours and fifty minutes a day in front of the TV.
In spite of expert forecasts, ‘cord cutting’ (the cancellation of traditional subscriptions to pay TV in
favour of streaming on demand) has not yet become a widespread phenomenon in the US.

The largest pay-TV providers in the United States, with about 95%
of all subscribers, had 91.3 million of them by the end of the second
quarter of 2018.
Source: Leichtman Research Group

Although the decline since the second quarter of 2009 has been more than three million
subscribers, this is not the massive trend that many expected to see after Netflix, Amazon Prime,
and other online services had reached the peak of their development.
While the growth in the number of online videos has certainly not made the task of pay-TV
providers any easier, most consumers apparently do not plan to cancel their pay-TV subscription.
8
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71% of US consumers have cable or satellite TV services and do not plan to stop
holding on to them. When responding to a question about the most important
reason for ‘saving the cord’, 18% of respondents said they were just used to it, while
16% indicated the convenience of having all their channels in one place
Source: МРТ GfK

Most important reason to keep exiting pay TV-subscription

I’m used to it

I have access to live sports

18%

8%

It’s convenient to have all
channels in one place

I like to channel surf

16%

6%

I don’t want to rely on an internet
connection to watch TV

I need it to watch the
shows I want to watch
15%

6%

I would miss it

I have access to live news

12%

5%

It would be a hassle to cancel it
and sigh up for another service

Other

9%

4%

Source: GfK
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LATIN AMERICA
As part of a large-scale study conducted by TGI Latin, respondents were asked how much they
planned their TV viewing. 32.6% of respondents answered that it was included in their daily
timetable. In and of itself, this should be perceived as a remarkable phenomenon with one third
of the population planning their lives around television shows.
Survey results help to better understand the audience and their preferences. For example, in any
age group, women have a higher level of addiction to TV. Amongst men, adolescents show the
highest commitment. Interestingly enough, the highest rates are amongst the youngest and the
oldest groups.
Watch TV Program on Schedule by
Age/Sex

35 %
М 12-19

30 %
М 20-24

31 %
М 25-34

29 %
М 35-44

29 %
М 45-54

28 %
М 55-64

37 %
F 12-19

34 %
F 20-24

31 %
F 25-34

34 %
F 35-44

36 %
F 45-54

38 %
F 55-64
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The following table shows the indicators of the socio-economic standard of living.
The highest: A = 10%
The lowest: D = 40%
We can assume that the overall level of television viewing decreases with a rise in socioeconomic level. Whilst television is the main form of entertainment for the lower class, it is less
important at a higher social level.
The distribution by country is of greater interest. The standard of living is directly related to the
overall level of television viewing in these countries. Mexico has the lowest. At the same time,
Mexico is the largest exporter of shows for Spanish speakers in Latin America, and most of the
shows go to countries such as Panama and Peru from Mexico. A relatively low rate of watching
TV in Mexico is not down to the quality of the shows but to the socio-cultural differences
between the countries.

Watch TV Program on Schedule
by Socio-Economic Status and Country

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%
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According to the results of this research, we can draw conclusions on the types of
video content that would be more relevant in a particular country. For example, the
people who tend to watch TV according to a timetable are more likely to watch the TV
series unfolds, talk shows, and devotional programmes.

RELIGIOUS TV IN LATIN AMERICA
Religious programmes have a privileged position amongst all TV shows. They are noncommercial, that’s their peculiarity. In other words, they are not a pay-TV advertising
media. Therefore, they based on a completely different business model.

They are often produced and/or paid for by religious organisations. Their immediate goal is
to proselytise and strengthen religious values. They can increase their TV time as they receive
donations from other organisations, although sometimes the programme itself is a fundraising
event.
The performance indicator for religious content differs from that of commercial organisations.
Ratings are not an end in themselves. If a programme is focused on fundraising, the return on
investment can simply be measured in terms of the amount of the donations received. If the
goal is to attract new viewers or retain existing ones, the metric is more difficult to determine,
because it is unclear how to accurately calculate the number of people acquired or lost.
12
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Frequently watch Religious TV Programs
by Country and Socio-Economic Level
20%
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Source: TGI Latina

Brazil is the country with the highest share of the total views of religious content in Latin
America. The picture here is almost the same: an inversely proportional relationship between the
socio-economic standard of living and the viewing of religious programmes.
There are more Roman Catholics amongst the respondents than adherents of other churches,
but evangelical Christians are more likely to watch religious TV.

Frequently Watch Religious TV Programs by Socio-Economic
Level and Church Affiliation

Universal Church of the
Kingdom of God

50%
40%

42,9

Assembly of God

39,3

Baptists/
Methodist/
Presbyterians

30%

39,1

20%
Roman Catholicism

17,2

10%
African-Brazilian

12,9
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Spirits Doctrine/Kardec

9,2

0
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It is important to emphasise that this is the average for the entire population, regardless
of age group, social class, and gender.

Brazilians spend more than five hours a day watching TV.
Source: IBOPE

In Brazil, if you have a TV, you are socially included. A TV set is the most popular media item in
the country and appears in 95% of Brazilian homes. Relative markers in Brazilian homes are their
size and quality. Brazilians directly associate these indicators with power: the larger and better
the TV set, the richer you are considered to be.

Channels owned by Brazilian Rede Globo
are watched daily by more than 150 million
people around the world. Their broadcasters
or branches have more than 122 units. Their
soap operas are very well known all over the
world, being amongst those shows with the
highest audiences in any country.
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SBT, known for its shows and focusing on entertainment
for children and families, is famous as a producer of content
such as game shows, reality shows, talk shows, and TV series.

Brazilians are happy to watch almost any content, from football to soap operas; men watch the
same content on a par with women and don’t see anything wrong with this.
Television around the world has long been an important part of everybody’s life. According to
the latest trends, those who watch TV without being distracted by other matters and without
switching to other channels include a lot of people of the older generation. There are relatively
few young people amongst them. Women are more careful about watching TV and often plan
their leisure time in advance. Nevertheless, there is no group that would completely exclude
television, it is present everywhere anyway.
Viewers do not always want to make a choice. They want to relax in front of the TV
rather than think. They want to have a rest and spend time with their family. Thus, the
importance of TV in the life of a modern person is difficult to overestimate, despite the
difference in generations and mentality.
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AROUND THE WORLD:
FROM THE COMPONENT
TO THE CUSTOMER
What route do set-top boxes follow before they get to you?
Interview with Svetlana Klepikova, Head of Infomir
Procurement and Logistics Department.
Author: Denys Gorbunov

DIALOGS

We continue the theme of customer service with a story about how Infomir managed to build an
optimal logistics network that allows it to deliver products to customers around the world punctually.

Quality service is possible only with correct prioritising.
We do not pursue savings, risking deadlines. Our main
tasks are: minimising risks and building long-term
partnerships. From the purchase of components up to
the moment the customer gets the set-top box in his/her
hands, reliability comes above all else.

Svetlana Klepikova,
Head of Infomir Procurement
and Logistics Department

Tell us about the department structure.
How do you allocate responsibilities?
The department structure is divided into three branches:
Procurement. Employees of this department acquire all the
necessary materials and components. Their work is closely
connected to the planning and economic department, the design
bureaus, production facility, and contractors.
Logistics. The main task is the organisation of all the necessary transportation: from the supplier to
production facilities, from production sites to branch warehouses, as well as intra-group transfers.
Customs brokers. They are engaged in import/export execution within Ukraine. This is because the
company’s main production facility is located on the territory of Ukraine, and a whole group of specialists is required for punctual resolution of issues related to customs control.

We work with these manufacturers:
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We procure components from these countries:

Estonia

Japan

Ukraine

Thailand

Philippines

China

Finland

Germany

Malaysia

Hungary

All employees in the procurement department
are technical specialists. Given their high
qualifications, they independently choose optimal
components and control quality even at the stage
of their procurement.

How do you manage to fulfil deliveries
all over the world?
The company’s products are represented on the
markets of more than 150 countries. The rapid
delivery of set-top boxes to anywhere in the world
requires consistent work at all stages. Nevertheless,
the main burden of customer service is assumed
by the branches and distributors. Our task is to
deliver the product to the region in good time
and safely. We consolidate product batches to the
representatives, after which they distribute set-top
boxes in accordance with regional customer orders.
The company also maintains reserve stocks in
branch warehouses. This allows us to minimize the
risks of late delivery or running out of set-top boxes.
18
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The product’s entire route can be
conditionally divided into two stages:
the component’s route to the production facility
the finished set-top box route to the customer

SUPPLIER’S PLANT

OUR FACTORY

BRANCH

CUSTOMER
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The rules of life:
Choose the best option after analysing the range.

Do not risk the result, minimising the probability of failure.

Be ready for anything, pre-empting any surprises.

Help the customer by sometimes doing the impossible.

What challenges do you encounter?
How do you find the key
to coping with them?
We live in an era of smart things. Every year, more
and more products have the smart prefix added
to their names. Manufacturers are narrowing the
sector for old models while prioritising new trends.
As a result, demand in the memory market exceeds
supply, so shortages appear. It’s especially true
for manufacturers of memory and smart chips.
The resources required for plate production are
limited. The chip manufacturers and distributors
are not ready for this kind of demand. The market
is limited in terms, quality, and price. This leads to
the emergence of stiff competition for sourcing
components amongst the companies that
manufacture target devices. In this situation, even
the most ideal planning which includes entering
into long-term contracts does not completely
solve the problem. Over the past year, we have
encountered many similar challenges. Flexibility in
management has made it possible to solve all the
problems in the best way.
20
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Business processes in the
company are being constantly
optimised. Along with the
experience gained, the mutual
assistance, and the stability
of the team, this allows us
to constantly improve the
department’s results.

Share the non-obvious
factor that may prove
crucial to the success
of a global company
Companies are not born big. Stable business
development can be compared to the growth
of a tree: not too fast, but with fundamental
changes taking place inside and out. The
widespread problem of global companies
is the complexity of communication. This
happens during the growth process, when
management can’t establish quickly enough
an effective relationship between its individual
structural divisions. As a result, some tasks are
taking much longer to be solved. Alternatively,
well-established communication saves both
employee and customer time. For example, the
close cooperation of our department specialists
with the design office allows us to solve quickly
those complex problems that require deep
understanding of the process’s technical side.
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Powerful basic set-top box that minimizes
your network load

MAG324
NEW

New ergonomic design

OS Linux

HEVC
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Built-in Wi-Fi

3D video playback

PROJECTS

BEYOND
THE TV SCREEN
What should you look for when choosing Middleware? Why
would an operator have multiscreen? We’ve conducted
research on how this technology developed, and what
excites people about it now.
Author: Hennadii Mitrov
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WHEN SCREENS MULTIPLIED
Before the early noughties, the head of the family was a man with a remote control. So that
everyone could watch his or her favourite TV series or shows, the family had to buy a second or
even a third TV set. With the home computer’s connection to the Internet and the appearance of
the first smartphone in the family, the TV was no longer the centre of attraction. The worldwide
web first destroyed its monopoly on information, and then on entertainment content.
In 1975, only 11% of American households
had three or more TV sets. By 2015, this had
risen to 39% of such households.

But do not think that before
long every household will have
three TV sets. The average
number of TV sets per
household keeps falling. This is
facilitated by the multiscreen.

In the US, the average number of TV sets per household
decreased from 2.6 in 2009 to 2.3 in 2015.
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In 2003, the first 3G networks appeared, which made it possible to watch streaming video using the
mobile Internet. In just a few years, a completely new category of viewer was formed.

By 2008, there were already 320 million 3G users.
Source: Informa Telecoms & Media

The US-based company Sling Media Inc. first caught the wave, and
in 2005 released the Slingbox set-top boxes. Thanks to this, content
from one’s cable or satellite subscription could be viewed on a
laptop, smartphone, or pocket PC anywhere with Internet access.

OTT services kept growing. That same 2005, YouTube appeared, and a year later — Amazon Video.
Netflix streaming was launched in 2007. Now, YouTube is actively watched by 1.8 billion people,
Amazon Video has 100 million subscribers, while Netflix has 25 million more subscribers than the latter.
According to studies by Ericsson ConsumerLab 2017, the TV set has ceased to be the main source of
information for 57% of viewers. One segment of respondents prefers smartphones and tablets, while
the other actively switches between mobile phones, TV set, and PC.
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WHAT EXCITES US ABOUT MULTISCREEN?
Over the past decades, the TV industry has experienced several important events:

In the 1970s,
video recorders appeared.

By the end of the 1990s,

In 2005,

digital broadcasting and the HD
standard had spread.

Place Shifting technology came
into use.

Place Shifting — is a technology that allows any viewer with a high-speed Internet connection to
watch TV channels available via his/her home TV set on the display screen of any other device:
computer, laptop, tablet, smartphone, or even another TV set.

G
MA

TV subscription

Set-top box

Internet

House
Favourite TV series

Work
Recording a football match during an
important call
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Travel
Local news
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The multiscreen gives operators the opportunity
to increase the loyalty of old customers and
attract new ones. This is particularly so for those
who do not habitually watch one TV set and
spend most of their lives away from home.

80% of VoD viewers watch
content at home once a week or
more often. At the same time, a
third of these viewers do so at
least once a month in other
places. Popular places are at work,
study, on the way to and from
work, travel. Those watching
videos outside the home are
mostly males aged 14 to 34.

In 2020, a quarter of all video viewings
will occur on smartphones. This
constitutes a 160% increase over the
year 2010.

Source: Screen Australia

Source: Ericsson ConsumerLab

Viewers should have a choice of the devices they will watch their selected content on. Also of the
ability to switch conveniently between them. This works not only in the area of television. To solve
everyday problems, people use a lot of devices: after reading an email on a smartphone, they may
answer it from a computer. They want the same experience from television as well. For example, to
pause a mobile video and then continue watching it on a TV set.

A high level of service and good
UX should be on all screens. Client
applications for set-top boxes, smart
TVs, and mobile devices should also be
designed in one style.
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LOCAL OPERATOR VS GLOBAL STREAMING
Local operators always have something to offer their viewers. Their audience is interested in local
news, films, programmes, and Live-TV in general — the things that global services do not have.
The market is full of service providers, but new TV operators still have an opportunity to occupy a
niche. But, of course, only if they build a convenient service with good content, multiscreen and
timeshifting functions, and also think through the tariff policy. A basic set that will simplify the life
of your subscribers and bring stable profit to you.
It is not necessary to become the next Netflix, Amazon Prime, or Hulu. It is enough to reach your
loyal audience.
Households are increasingly acquiring several subscriptions: from a local operator for the sake of
Live TV and news, plus one or more streaming services for the sake of an extensive film and TV
series library.

In the US, more than 72 million households
have subscribed to streaming services,
and 63% of them use cable, satellite, or IPTV.

Multiscreen opens new opportunities for
the service’s monetisation.
Users will be more interested in subscribing to
a more expensive but, for them, convenient
tariff plan. Moreover, if you establish a suitable
advertising model, then with an increase in
the number of user screens, there will be more
opportunities for ads to make an impression.
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HOW TO CHOOSE THE MULTISCREEN MIDDLEWARE
Amongst the popular ways to turn your service into a multiscreen one is to create your own
solution or choose a ready-made platform. Now, the requirements for platform functionality, speed,
and reliability have grown so much that it is not really expedient to develop your Middleware from
scratch. This is because labour costs are too high and it involves a long period of development.
Increasingly, operators are choosing ready-made solutions. This enables large projects to refine the
internal functionality and client interface to suit their needs. And small- and medium-sized projects
can quickly install a ready-made solution.

If you are only choosing the platform for your project:
Find out how reliable its supplier is.
Does he have expertise in telecommunications?
Find out the terms of the system support. Is the platform open or closed? This will affect
your ability to adapt its functionality to suit your needs.
Pay attention to the number of connection device types. Support for set-top boxes, smart
TVs, media players, mobile and desktop platforms will give you the opportunity to interest
more viewers.
How many resources will it take to launch a project? Choose the platform that will allow you
to do so quickly and at minimal expense, yet without sacrificing functionality and stability.

MIDDLEWARE PRICES:
One-time fee for platform deployment
Regular payments for using the
platform
One-time or regular subscriber
activation fee
Payment for support
Payment for finalising functionality
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HOW IT WORKS ON THE MINISTRA TV PLATFORM
If your project works on the Ministra TV platform, you can implement multiscreen in just one day.
We have simplified this procedure as far as we can. You will need to purchase the License Keys,
while viewers will need to install Ministra Player from the application store.

One-time connection fee for the device is $5 or $10
depending on the platform. Free support for MAG
set-top boxes.

Ministra TV platform is distributed free, that is it does not require payments for use and support. You
only pay for subscriber adding. The funds saved can be spent on additional promotion of your services.

To view the content, your subscribers will need to install the
Ministra Player application on their devices. It is available in
app stores for iOS, Android, Apple TV and Roku and is also
distributed free.

The Licence Keys are used to connect different devices. The
Key is tied to the user’s device, but the operator can detach
it and tie it to another device.
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The content is literally three steps from the viewer. This is what the entire connection process looks
like on the TV screen.

1
2
3

The first time the viewer enters
Ministra Player, he/she’ll need to
enter the address of your portal.

Then the application will ask
him/her to enter the Login
and Password.

After a successful connection,
the application startup screen
will appear.

An important advantage of this model is that you do not have to buy
and transfer additional equipment to subscribers: most viewers
already have a smart TV or media players, which can be easily
connected to your service.

Multiscreen has ceased to be an attribute of OTT services and large operators. Now, it is
available to each provider, and, most importantly, this service is more and more in
demand among users. We hope that our recommendations will help you build a modern
and cost-effective TV service.
31

whooshi.me

Whooshi lets you experience
personalized audio.
On any device.

Whooshi is a Hi-Fi Bluetooth headphone amplifier that allows wireless transmission of high-quality
audio from any smartphone, tablet or laptop to your favorite wired headphones.
And there’s more. The music player App for iOS and Android tailors the sound to your ears so you can
hear your music the way it’s meant to be heard.

SMART
MUSIC PLAYER APP
The Whooshi music player app has
everything you love about music players
and a little magic.
Create your personal audio profile in
just a few minutes. Pass the hearing
test, and Whooshi will do the rest, using
sophisticated algorithms.
Plug sound effects in and get a new
musical experience.

PORTABLE
SOUND AMP
It will make your favorite headphones
wireless and will amplify the sound.
The Whooshi amplifier fits the hand
perfectly, which makes track-switching,
volume- and play-controlling very simple.
It is easy and firmly fastened to clothes, so
go for a run, ride your bike, and train with
Whooshi.

TECHNOLOGIES

LINUX VS ANDROID
The pros and cons of classical solutions for the
IPTV/OTT market based on the Linux OS and Android TV,
one of the most promising areas.
Author: Marina Sluka, Brand Manager of MAG Line

TECHNOLOGIES

Traditionally, manufacturers of IPTV/OTT set-top boxes have used developments based
on the Linux kernel and the operating system family of the same name to create a unique
user experience.
In this article, we have selected for you the main advantages and disadvantages of customary
solutions based on the Linux OS and compared them with Android TV, one of the most
promising Android solutions for this market.

LINUX
This product formed the basis of a number of operating systems, which are now actively used all
over the world. The IPTV/OTT market was no exception. Almost every supplier of the chipsets that
are the basis of set-top boxes develops solutions based on Linux for a specific product.
Typically, this is a set of development tools, which then form the basis of the device operating
system and the user environment. Every day, viewers see on their screens the solution created
especially for them.

Linux is a freeware open-source operating system. It
was Linus Torvalds who began to develop the kernel
code back when he was a student. The first release,
Linux 0.01, came on 17 September 1991.

THE PROS OF LINUX-BASED DEVICES:
Product uniqueness
Your viewer gets a device with the interface and
other components created specifically to suit their
needs. It’s also a benefit for the operator because
the device can be developed for specific business
requests: from the simple and inexpensive to a
set-top box with a broad functionality, including
integration with a specific CAS/DRM.
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High performance
You are in complete control of the development of the
operating system and achieve maximum performance
of the final device.

Adaptability of changes
The manufacturer constantly receives
feedback from operators and end users.
Thus, they is always refining the OS as
new technologies appear on the market.
The release of new firmware upgrades
allows improvement of the device even
after launching mass production, thereby
prolonging its life cycle.

Easy controls
A simplified mechanism for administering settop boxes and maximum control over the user
interface are the most important criteria by which
the operator chooses an STB. It is also necessary to
proceed from compatibility with the middleware,
which allows such administration.

Have you made up your mind?
Get ready for the issues you are most likely
encounter when working with Linux.
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Resource costs
Since almost every chipset manufacturer has its own set of development tools, settop box manufacturers have to spend a lot of resources creating and maintaining a
line of devices with different processors. This is why the launch of the final product
on the market usually takes a long time.
Functionality
As new technologies develop, support for a number of functions largely depends
on the processor. A competent choice of device components plays a key role in
its capabilities, which the manufacturer can offer to please its users. For example,
basic IPTV/OTT set-top boxes, released five or six years ago, still operate with IPTV
and perform their task perfectly well, but no longer support new graphics or
video-decoding technologies.
Applications
The app trend is rapidly encompassing more and more devices, including settop boxes. Users cite the lack of support of big platforms with applications as a
disadvantage of Linux-based devices, while manufacturers and operators develop their
own solutions or attract third-party companies to meet these challenges.

DID YOU
KNOW THAT

ANDROID OS
Android TV
Used by Google-certified companies.
Its main advantage is that only
Android gives access to the official
Google Play Market and multiple
applications of the ecosystem.

Android OS has
two main formats?

Android Open Source Project
AOSP is a free version that
enables device manufacturers
to change everything that they
consider important. They can
control every UI element and
manage the installation of thirdparty applications
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Android TV was originally an AOSP
project. It replaced Google TV in
2014. This operating system has
become Google’s main product for
set-top boxes and smart TV. Now
it stands out significantly against
other devices running the Android
OS.

By the way, the Android OS
itself was also developed
based on the Linux kernel.

The first release
came in September
2008, and since then,
more than forty
system updates have
been made.

Android OS has a number of pros, which have overtaken
other platforms according to viewer preferences.

Interface
Android provides developers with ample opportunities
to visualise graphical UI elements along with fast
response to user commands. Users, in turn, note the
high quality and user-friendliness of the Android-based
device interface. It is one of the decisive criteria in
driving them to buy.
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Applications and updates
Developers and operators can create their
own applications and publish them on the
Google Play Store platform. For its part,
Google regularly releases OS updates and
adds new features.

Interoperability
and compatibility
Since the ecosystem of Android-based
applications, services, and devices is the
pride of the company, the OS itself interacts
consistently with all of them.

A wide choice
of predefined functionality
Android allows the easy launch of numerous
services supported at the hardware level. For
example, 3D graphics and Picture-In-Picture (PiP),
as well as many others.

Special mention should be made of the integration
with DRM. This is an important issue for operators,
especially if they already work with some content
protection system. For example, Widevine, a Google
product, already has some optimisation for playing
protected content on Android-powered devices.
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Android OS has a number of cons as well:

Control over updates
Device manufacturers
and operators are forced
to accept the fact that
updates, and the OS as
a whole, are under the
control of its developers.

Requirements
compliance
For many IPTV/OTT
operators, control over
project management
plays a crucial role. If
they use Android TV,
they must constantly
meet its compatibility
requirements and
quickly respond to any
changes in them.

Device compatibility
Since the technical
requirements for the
performance of Android
TV devices are quite high,
this affects the cost of the
device for the user.

Operators are still concerned about content protection and illegal
broadcasting, which keeps them from fully switching to Android
devices. According to a survey in 2017, service providers clearly
indicated their confidence in Android as a TV platform of the future, but
only half of them understood the differences between the Android TV
platform and AOSP.*
*

Today, the lines of almost all manufacturers
consist of devices based on both Linux and
Android. Both platforms are actively used in the
IPTV/OTT market. Their development largely
depends on the resources invested in them by
companies, as well as technologies and trends
that are continuously updated.
The choice of a platform is a fundamentally
important decision for every service provider or
product manufacturer. We recommend paying
attention not only to personal preferences but
also to trends among end users.
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EDITORIAL:
BROADVISION magazine is a quarterly online periodical from Infomir’s marketing specialists
devoted to the IPTV/OTT industry and modern technology. We are happy to present our third this
year issue.
We hope you like reading our magazine just as much as we like working on it.
Sign up for our newsletter and share the issue on social networking sites. This is the best way to show
us that we are doing the right thing. Tell us what you would like to see on the pages of BROADVISION
next year. E-mail us your suggestions and ideas at broadvision@infomir.com.
Let’s grow together!
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